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About This Game

You have one chance. One chance to save the resistance. Fight, that is what you have been taught your whole life, that there was
never an end to war, but this could be it. This could be the last factory to destroy, this could save the world. And only you can do

it. Take on the role of Private Vaughn and fight your way through many waves of cyborgs and robots, recover the factory
destroyer weapon aboard the ship, and blow the factory up! This is it, the last chance. Will you risk it?
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Title: The Resistance
Genre: Action
Developer:
Barty Games
Publisher:
Barty Games
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo e8400

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GT 630

Storage: 1 GB available space
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I wanted to play through more of this game before I reviewed it but sadly that doesn't seem to be an option right now.
This game has at least one game breaking bug were your character can't jump, this makes part of level 2 incompletable as you
need to complete a jump puzzle to progress.
The gun play is okay, but the aim system needs work with most of the guns shooting high when you look down sights.
The movement is actually pretty nice, it feels like an old school FPS
The HUD needs a lot of work, it\u2019s hard to keep track of ammo and health because of how small the numbers are.
Speaking of ammo there seems to be multiple guns that take up the same slot but don't necessarily use the same ammo, this is
never explained and makes the MP 5 halfway through the first level something of a trap.
Speaking of explanations expect none, this game has no in game tutorial and no dialog or introduction to explain who you are,
where you are, what you are doing, or what you are fighting.

The controls aren\u2019t hard to figure out but a few on screen prompts would be nice. the story desperately needs some
exposition, the first level finds you in an abandoned space ship infested with robots and the second level jumps to a forest.
I\u2019m guessing you crashed the ship into the forest, but now the military are after you?

In any event it has some good stuff and for the price I can overlook some of the quarks with the hud, story and start of the game.
But the jump bug needs to be fixed before I can recommend it
. took me a little while to figure it out, but it wasn't too hard. Honestly, not a bad game! definitely not my go to, but worth it
once it was on sale. Graphics are very old school, even when boosted to ultra. but that is intentional. it's supposed to play like a
doom\/half life type of game, and it did well on that!. I got this game because I typed it in to Google looking for a board game.
Ended up buying and I played a good 20 minutes ish. It gives me heavy Half-Life vibes. If you can't get Half Life, get this.

Half Life is your Dr. Pepper
The Resistance is your Dr. Thunder
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Patch Work 2:
We were getting some complaints about the sound on the game, so we released another patch that reduces the volume. Here is a
list of what was done:

*Fixed audio volume and slider
*Fixed 2 bugs
*Added new shaders to the knife
*Fixed robots walking and flying through props and walls
*Added a file dump so the game can process information faster

Thanks for reporting these problems.. Patch Work 3:
Hello everyone! Today I have fixed some audio related issues to the game. Here is what I did:

-Reduced the volume of the music and sounds

-Got the volume slider to work

-Fixed a few texture related bugs in the game.

Thank you for reading, and enjoy playing!. Patch Work:
Final update before release:
*Fixed 8 bugs
*Optimized download
*Fixed the settings window
*Fixed the main menu
*Optimized performance for most levels.

. lack of updates.:
There are a lack of updates to this game currently, I will try to update it as much as I can, but I am mostly working on new titles.
I'll see what I can do.. Check our website for updates and new game news!:
On our website, we have weekly updates for the current titles we are working on You can check every week on what is being
done to the games we are creating, and give feedback. We really appreciate your feedback on what we should add/change in our
games. Thank you!

https://bartygames.weebly.com/
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